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Traditional IPv4 routing is summarized as "All routing is a destination driven process". When a router looks at an IPv4 packet it cares only about the destination address in the header of the packet. It uses this destination address to make a decision on where to forward the packet.   But what if you want to route packets differently depending not only on the destination addresses but also on other packet fields such as source address, IP protocol, transport protocol ports or even packet payload?  This is Policy Routing and this book tells you how to do it.      

       About the Author

  Matthew G. Marsh, founder and president of Paktronix LLC. has been working in network architecture for the last 18 years, and working with Linux networking specifically since 1993.  He is the Chief Scientist of the Nebraska CERT working with IBM, US Strategic Command, the FBI and other groups on IPv4 security structures and routing.  He developed the only policy routing firewall system for Linux available under the GPL, and an IPSec VPN solution using policy routing structures under Linux.  Currently he is actively researching Linux security on the IBM OS/390 as well as the implementation of IPv6 on Linux and the OS/390.  
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Information Architecture: Blueprints for the Web (2nd Edition) (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2009
It’s hard to recall, now, the world that greeted the fi rst edition of this book upon its publication seven years ago. The world has changed, of course, but perhaps more signifi cantly, information architecture itself, and its place within that world, has changed even more.

At that time, some pronounced information architecture a...
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Performance Analysis of Queuing and Computer NetworksCRC Press, 2008
Performance Analysis of Queuing and Computer Networks develops simple models and analytical methods from first principles to evaluate performance metrics of various configurations of computer systems and networks. It presents many concepts and results of probability theory and stochastic processes.
After an introduction to...
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Digital Television, Second Edition: MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and Principles of the DVB SystemFocal Press, 2002

	Written as an authoritative introduction, this text describes the technology of digital television broadcasting. It gives a thorough technical description of the underlying principles of the DVB standard following the logical progression of signal processing steps, as well as COFDM modulation, source and channel coding, MPEG compression and...
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Cloning Internet Applications with RubyPackt Publishing, 2010

	Most users on the Internet have a few favorite Internet web applications that they use often and cannot do without. These popular applications often provide essential services that we need even while we don't fully understand its features or how they work. Ruby empowers you to develop your own clones of such applications without much...
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Windows 7 SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Tips, tricks, treats, and secrets revealed on the latest operating system from Microsoft: Windows 7
    You already know the ups and downs of Windows Vista-now it's time to learn the ins and outs of Windows 7! Internationally recognized Windows experts, Microsoft insiders, and authors Paul Thurrott and Rafael Rivera cut through...
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Multithreading in C# 5.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Multithreaded programming can seem overwhelming but this book clarifies everything through its cookbook approach. Packed with practical tasks, it's the quick and easy way to start delving deep into the power of multithreading in C#.


	Overview

	
		Delve deep into the .NET threading infrastructure and use...
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